Abstract: Due to its sectioning capability, large field of view, and minimal light exposure, selective plane illumination microscopy has become the preferred choice for 3D time lapse imaging. Single cells in a dish can be conveniently imaged using an upright/inverted configuration. However, for measurements on long time scales (hours to days), mechanical drift is a problem; especially for studies of mammalian cells that typically require heating to 37°C which causes a thermal gradient across the instrument. Since the light sheet diverges towards the edges of the field of view, such a drift leads to a decrease in axial resolution over time. Or, even worse, the specimen could move out of the imaging volume. Here, we present a simple, cost-effective way to stabilize the axial position using the microscope camera to track the sample position. Thereby, sample loss is prevented and an optimal axial resolution is maintained by keeping the sample at the position where the light sheet is at its thinnest. We demonstrate the virtue of our approach by measurements of the light sheet thickness and 3D time lapse imaging of a cell monolayer at physiological conditions.
Introduction
In recent years, selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) has become the most popular technique for 3D time lapse imaging of larger specimens (~1 mm) such as tissues and whole organisms. In SPIM, two objective lenses are arranged perpendicular to each other with one of the lenses injecting a thin sheet of light that illuminates the focal plane of the other lens. This confinement of the excitation to a single plane minimizes out-of-focus background and significantly reduces light exposure of the sample during 3D image acquisition. Additionally, wide field detection with a camera provides superior imaging speed. Usually, the sample is embedded in a small gel cylinder and imaged from the side [1] . For coverslip-based single cell imaging, however, an upright/inverted (uSPIM/iSPIM) configuration is preferred. In such a setup the two objective lenses dip into the sample dish from the top [2, 3] . Also, imaging of subcellular structures typically requires a higher spatial resolution, i.e., a thinner light sheet. This can be achieved with an excitation lens of higher numerical aperture (NA). Yet, a tighter focus gives rise to an increased beam divergence resulting in a poor axial resolution towards the edges of the field of view. Surface-attached cells have a fairly low extension in axial direction, thus, the axial resolution can be optimized by positioning the sample plane close to the focal plane of the excitation lens. However, during imaging, mechanical drift can cause the sample to divert from its optimal position, or, worse, escape the field of view. This is especially a problem for long term experiments lasting several hours or even days. To make matters worse, long term imaging of mammalian cells typically requires maintaining the sample at a temperature of 37°C. The introduction of a thermal gradient by sample incubation gives rise to an increased mechanical drift. Commercially available focus stabilization solutions are designed for single-lens use with perpendicular orientation to the coverslip and are not applicable to an upright/inverted light sheet microscope. Here, we present an easy-toimplement active focus stabilization for upright/inverted light sheet microscopy that requires the addition of only a few, low-cost components.
Methods

Measuring the axial sample position
In an upright/inverted SPIM configuration, the perpendicularly arranged excitation and detection lenses dip into the sample dish at a 45° angle with respect to the sample plane. Thus, the excitation light sheet is reflected off the interface at the bottom of the imaging dish with the reflection being directed towards the detection lens. For fluorescence imaging, this reflection is undesired and blocked by a suitable emission filter. However, the reflected light can be used to image the light sheet, measure its thickness and help align the two objective lenses [4] . In a properly aligned system, a section of the light sheet will appear as a strip on the camera with its vertical position, j s , proportional to the distance between sample dish and excitation/detection optics as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the relative axial position of the sample, 
with camera pixel size, a , magnification of the detection lens, M , and a factor of 1 2 to account for the detection lens inclination of 45° with respect to the sample plane. Consequently, by imaging the light sheet at regular time intervals, e.g., between the acquisition of each 3D stack of a time series, mechanical drift can be detected and compensated for. To avoid interference with the fluorescence imaging process, a laser line different than the one used for fluorescence excitation can be selected; a wavelength that can pass through the emission filter enables detection of the light sheet reflection. Alternatively, for refocusing, the emission filter could be replaced by a neutral density filter with a motorized filter wheel. 
Description of the upright/inverted SPIM setup
A scheme of our home built upright/inverted SPIM setup is shown in Fig. 2 . Three laser lines, a 488-nm laser diode (488nm, ISS, Champaign, IL, USA), a 561-nm solid state laser (CL561-150, CrystaLaser, Reno, NV, USA) and a 635-nm laser diode (CPS180, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) were combined via long pass dichroic mirrors. Laser lines were selected with an acousto optical tunable filter, AOTF, (AOTFnC-400.650, AA Opto-Electronic, Orsay, France). Note, however, that an AOTF is not mandatory and was simply used for convenience. For the focus stabilization presented here, laser switching on the millisecond timescale is sufficient which can be achieved by either direct modulation of the light source (diode lasers, many DPSS lasers) or by using mechanical shutters (gas lasers, fiber lasers, etc.). After single mode fiber (SMF) coupling, the light sheet was created by scanning the beam across the back focal plane of the excitation lens, OLE (CFI Plan Fluor 10XW, NA 0.3, Nikon, Melville, NY, USA). The scanning system includes a galvanometric mirror, GM (GVSM002, Thorlabs), a scan lens, SL (#49-356, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA), and a tube lens, TLE (#49-362, Edmund Optics). To ensure homogeneous illumination of the focal plane of the detection objective, OLD (Scaleview 25x, NA 1.05, Olympus, Center Valley, PA, USA), the excitation lobe was scanned across the field of view once per exposure cycle. The corresponding voltage ramp was created with a function generator (DS345, SRS, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) synchronized to the camera and the amplitude matched to cover the field of view (291 µm). Alternatively, a cylindrical lens could be used to create the light sheet [1] . For simultaneous detection of GFP-and RFP-like fluorescence, collected light was spectrally separated by a long pass dichroic mirror (FF560, Semrock, Rochester, NY, USA) and cleaned with band pass filters, FR (605/70 ET, Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT, USA), and FG (FF03-525/50, Semrock). Both beams were imaged onto the opposing sides of a knifeedge prism mirror, PM (MRAK25-P01, Thorlabs), via tube lenses, TLDs (#47-740, Edmund Optics). The channels were then re-imaged side-by-side onto the chip of a sCMOS camera (Zyla 4.2, Andor, Belfast, Ireland) with another lens LD (#47-737, Edmund Optics). The pixel size at the sample was 142 nm to accommodate the lateral resolution of the instrument of ~300 nm. Note that dual-channel detection was implemented for other experiments [3] and is not required for focus stabilization. The sample was positioned with a 3-axis stage (MAX343, Thorlabs). Control signals for both, laser switching and stage movement, were created with an Arduino board (Arduino Uno, arduino.cc). The sample was heated with a Peltier element. The temperature was stabilized with a heating controller (TC200, Thorlabs) coupled to a custombuilt current amplifier and a PT-100 resistance temperature sensing element. 
Active feedback to correct the sample position
To run our SPIM system, we chose the freely available Micro-Manager open source microscopy software [5] . A custom beanshell script was written to manage 3D time lapse imaging including focus stabilization. In the experiments presented here, the 488-nm line was used for fluorescence excitation of GFP while the 635-nm line was utilized for monitoring of the light sheet. In the following, those two lasers are referred to as excitation and focusing lasers, respectively. A flowchart of the imaging procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . Prior to starting the 3D image time series, the focusing laser was switched on and a reference image of the light sheet reflection was captured with the camera. From the camera image, the position of the maximum of the light sheet projection was calculated and stored as the reference sample position. This calculation was performed by the acquisition script within a few milliseconds. Subsequently, the focusing laser was switched off and 3D time lapse imaging with the excitation laser was started. For imaging of rather flat samples, such as a monolayer of cells cultured in a dish, it is advantageous to move the sample in horizontal direction. This maximizes the field of view while keeping the sample close to the thinnest portion of the light sheet. To ensure the fastest possible acquisition of a stack, we typically moved the stage at a constant velocity with independently running acquisition. After completion of the stack, the sample was returned to the origin. To minimize photobleaching, the excitation laser was modulated with the camera exposure signal, a procedure often termed active blanking. After acquisition of each 3D stack of the time series, the light sheet reflection was captured again. The displacement from the original position was calculated, and the stage moved accordingly through communication of a TTL pulse train generated with the arduino board. Unfortunately, many motor stages including ours suffer from hysteresis if the direction of the movement is changed. A change in direction can occur since mechanical drift is not necessarily unidirectional. Hence, we repeated the focusing process until the sample displacement was less than a user defined threshold (here, 100 nm). A timeout was defined by the wait time between 3D stacks such that the following acquisition could not be missed. 
Results
Active feedback performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our system, we imaged the light sheet for 18 h at 5 min time intervals both at room temperature (25°C) and at 37°C with and without active focus stabilization. Before taking the measurements, we allowed the system to equilibrate for 1 h.
The intensity projection of the light sheet image, ( ) with camera offset, offset I , and light sheet amplitude, 0 I . The position was converted from camera pixel to the actual stage displacement using Eq. (1). The sample position is plotted in Fig. 4(a) after subtraction of the initial position. Even at room temperature, a considerable drift was found spanning a quarter (24 µm) of the field of view in axial direction (103 µm) after 18 h. Consequently, the waist of the light sheet at the sample plane expanded from 1.3 µm to more than 5 µm as shown in Fig. 4(b) . At 37°C, the same loss in axial resolution was detected after only 5 h, and, after 11 h, the drift covered almost half (46 µm) of the field of view. On the other hand, it is evident that this loss of axial resolution can be effectively prevented using active stabilization. The sample remained pinned down at the initial position and the light sheet waist at the sample plane stayed at its minimum of 1.3 µm. 
Active feedback during live cell imaging
To illustrate the impact of active feedback on image quality, we imaged CHO-K1 cells stably expressing EGFP-paxillin at physiological conditions (37°C, 5% CO 2 ). The Paxillin protein is vital for cell adhesion, cytoskeletal reorganization and cell migration [6] . It is recruited to focal adhesions of a cell from a pool of monomeric paxillin residing in the cell cytoplasm [7, 8] . Figure 5 shows the 3D reconstructions of two samples imaged with (a,b) and without active stabilization (c,d). Based on the 0 h time point, the typical localization pattern of paxillin was observed for both samples. Adhesions were bright, crisp and very well distinguishable from cytoplasmic paxillin; clearly, there was no signal from the nucleus. After 5 h, the same pattern was found for the 3D reconstruction using active stabilization. However, without stabilization, a clear drift of the sample in axial direction was detected. The loss of axial resolution resulted in reduced image contrast. Consequently, in panel (d), it is very difficult to make out single adhesions. Also, the transition between cytoplasm and nucleus was washed out. . The images were reconstructed using ImageJ 3D Viewer, voxels were painted with 50% transparency.
Discussion
Active feedback for focus control is a powerful addition to any imaging system. In laser scanning microscopy, for example, it has even been used to achieve super-resolution [9] . We have developed an easy-to-implement and cost-efficient method to actively stabilize the axial sample position in upright/inverted SPIM. Since the sample position is obtained through the existing optics of the system, only very few, if any, additional components are required. By keeping the light sheet focus close to the sample surface, axial resolution and image contrast are maximized during long term experiments. Additionally, maintaining the axial position prevents the specimen from drifting out of the field of view. And, especially, for a monolayer of cells the absence of sample drift allows to capture a thinner slice in the first place. This helps to minimize the amount of camera data created -a huge problem in light sheet microscopy. In principle, the precision could be enhanced by fitting a Gaussian to the light sheet image instead of determining the pixel position with maximum intensity. On the other hand, a fitting algorithm is computationally more intensive and will decrease feedback speed. Also, the increase in precision is not required for standard applications. In our setup, for example, a shift of one camera pixel corresponds to an axial displacement of 100 nm, much less than the axial resolution (1.3 µm) and close to the position resolution of the stage itself (60 nm). Yet, if the sample position is maintained, the width of the reflection is a measure of the alignment between detection and excitation lens. Hence, a potential drift between those two lenses could also be compensated for. Our method works well because reflections from a monolayer of cells are negligible compared to the reflection at the glass/water interface. Potentially, thick, strongly scattering samples could distort the light sheet image resulting in a loss of precision [10] . Also, samples such as zebrafish embryos are typically embedded in a gel with no reflective surface nearby. However, for such experiments, usually a large region of interest (~1 mm) is imaged with an excitation lens of low NA. Consequently, the light sheet is less divergent and sample drift is not as critical in terms of losing spatial resolution. Alternatively, an independent focusing laser could be mounted parallel to the objective lens and its reflection detected with a quadrant photo diode connected to the stage controller via a feedback loop. Such a hardware-based configuration would also allow for faster feedback than our software-based approach. Yet, it is more complicated to install, especially in a commercial SPIM system. Also, the mounting position of focusing laser and detector must be carefully chosen, otherwise the function could be compromised by secondary drift of the mount. Our method does not suffer from such problems since it uses the same optics as used for fluorescence imaging. Recently, efforts have been made to reduce the divergence of the light sheet in general. These techniques include the application of advanced beam patterns such as Bessel beam [11] and Airy beam illumination [12] , or even stimulated emission depletion [13] . Another possibility is to shift the light sheet focus across the image, at the expense of slowing down the acquisition process [14] . Yet, beam divergence is always present due to imperfections in optics and beam patterns. And active focus stabilization can still be applied to further improve image quality.
